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Monday - 16/03/2020 
 
This week-end was like all other week-ends of the year but also a little bit different.  
This week-end, I cleaned my bedroom with my two brothers. All was good but when               
I’ve gone out to run with my dad, we saw that there was nobody in the street and                  
everyone is in them houses to protect themselves against coronavirus.  
This morning is also different because, at contrary of all Monday mornings, this             
morning, we are not studying at school but at home.  
In English class, we use Google Meet to work but as it’s the first time we do this, it                   
doesn’t functioned as we want : some people couldn’t connect themselves or could’t             
turn off the microphone… So, it’s a little bit complicated but I’m sure we’ll be able to                 
do that, maybe tomorrow. 
 
Tuesday - 17/03/2020 
 
Today it’s the 17 March 2020 and we are confined in our houses for two weeks at                 
least. I think it will be so boring because we will stay in our houses and we can even                   
go out to run or to play tennis. 
Today and, I think, everyday we mustn't go out, I worked and I have chatted with my                 
friends.  
These times are very particular because we must stay indoor and we mustn’t do              
anything. 
 
Thursday - 19/03/2020 
 
Today is the 19th March and the sun is shining in Lyon. 
Today is a little bit strange day because, since yesterday, my father knows that he is                
working with some people who are infected by coronavirus. So, since yesterday            
evening, he is wearing a mask when he is at home and he has his personal                
bathroom and WC to avoid to contaminate us. 
But for the rest, is a very normal day. 
This morning, I did my homework and then, when I finished, I went out with my two                 
little sisters. We played in the garden but my littlest sister fell and hurt herself. She                
cried a lot but now she’s feeling better. 
When I came back at home, I called my friend to do a group work in Sciences. 
Then I ate lunch with my mother, my two brother and my two sisters : a very good                  
lunch. 
After lunch, we watched TV and finally I cooked a cake for diner.  
 
Monday - 23/03/2020 
 



Today it’s Monday, Monday March 23th. 
This weekend, I haven’t worked so much. We played badminton in our garden with              
my brothers and we have started to make a big puzzle, it has three thousand pieces                
and it is very complicated to do it.  
After one week, we are used to staying at home and we do somethings to occupy                
ourselves. 
This morning, when I watched Pronote, some of my teachers had put work for the               
week on it. I think I will work so much this week, perhaps more than the last week, in                   
fact it will be hard because I have never worked more than the last week in this year. 
This week, I think I’ll not have fun and I’ll not read any page of a book. But I’ll stay all                     
the week in front of my desk for working. 
 
Thursday - 26/03/2020 
 
Today, we are Thursday March 26th. 
Today, it’s a sunny day.  
Today I want to go out to run. 
Today, I’m at home. 
After one week of confinement, I’m so bored. All time, I’m learning and when I stop                
working, I can’t do another thing than running in the stairs of my house. 
This morning, I worked my Arabic report for the exam of the end of the year. I’ve                 
worked as good because it miss only the ending which I was doing before turning on                
my computer and joining the english visioconference. 
My sports teacher has created a competition in which we must climb “Mont Blanc”.              
So we go up the stairs and the goal is to be the first of two class to reach Mont                    
Blanc. It’s fun and I’ve ascended 5 000 steps in total. 
 
Monday - 30/03/2020 
 
Today is Monday, the weekend is finished.  
The two days which are passed, I haven't done so much work, so I could do most                 
things than the week. For example, Saturday, I could climb most than 10 000 stairs               
and I’ve reached the Mont Blanc.  
I think we are most much organised than the passed two weeks. Now, we know               
when we have to work or where we must search the work on Pronote or on the                 
Classroom. 
I haven’t received all my work for this week yet so I’ll do just what I have received                  
and then, maybe tomorrow, I’ll do the other work, if I have. 
 
Tuesday - 31/03/2020 
 



Today, it’s Tuesday and,with my brother, we made a tent under our beds, in our               
bedroom. Then, I worked on my homework the rest of the day.  
After lunch, I prepared lots of fishes for tomorrow which is the 1st of April.  
Today, I’ve not climbed any stair but I think that tomorrow, I’ll climb around five               
thousand stairs. 
 
Thursday - 02/04/2020 
 
Today is Thursday, the second day of the month of April. 
Yesterday, we took the day to put the fishes which we made the day before on our                 
brother, sister or parents back. It was very exciting. 
Today, after we’ve worked, we go outside, in our garden, to play soccer and              
badminton. 
 
Monday - 06/04/2020 
 
Today, it’s the first Monday of the month of Avril and, I think we can organise                
ourselves better than the beginning of the confinement. Today, I’m thinking to the             
brevet, which we are supposed to take at the end of the month of June but which it                  
was cancelled for the reason of the confinement. I am happy because I will not have                
to revise and perhaps to make stressed but also, I’m angry because I was wanted to                
have more than 19 to the exam of Brevet. But now, I can’t because it’s very very                 
difficult to have an average which is up than 19. 
My family is good and nobody is sick so we can continue to be normal. 
I hope that the confinement will finish faster because I can’t stay at home. I want to                 
go out. 
 
Tuesday - 07/04/2020 
 
Today, we are Tuesday April 07th. 
This morning, after getting up and eating the breakfast at 7.30 am., I worked on my                
Latin homework. 
Then, I ran a bit outside and I bought some bread. 
This week, I think I’ll be very bored because we don’t have any work. So, back to                 
home, I took my time to play with my little brother Ilyès and my little sisters Maïssane                 
and Farah. 
After lunch, I made a mask with my mother to when we’ll have to wear a mask in the                   
street (she is still making others for all my family). 
At the English Class hour, I’ve called Andreas and Daniel and we started our              
presentation about the banded feet. 
 
Thursday - 09/04/2020 



 
Today, we are Thursday April 9th.  
When I woke up this morning, I ate my breakfast then, I turned on the computer                
because I have my Arabic class on Google Meet. 
After this class, I played a bit with my brother then, I went out to run and to buy some                    
bread.  
At lunch, we ate salad with the bread which I had bought, pizzas, yogurt and an                
apple.  
After eating, I recopied my Historical lesson but I haven’t finished. At the English              
class hour, I called Andreas and Daniel to end our presentation.  
Then, I’ll finish to recopy my Historical lesson. 
 
Tuesday - 14/04/2020 
 
Today, we have been confined for a month.  
Last night, the president spoke and said that we’ll still stay a month at home,               
normally, we’ll go back to school the 11 of May. Personally, I’m fine because I’m               
bored at home and I miss my friends. 
Today the weather is beautiful. But as the month which has passed, we can’t go out. 
I hope the teachers will not give to us much work for the holidays. 
 
Thursday - 16/04/2020 
 
Today it’s Thursday.  
The confinement passed very slowly. And it’s just the half of it. 
This morning, I worked and read. I’m thinking that my birthday will be during the               
confinement. I am so bored and I want to go back to school very quickly because, I                 
think that the teachers are profitying that we’re at home to give us too much work as                 
we can. 
I don’t know how we’ll do when we’ll go back to school but I’ll be fine if I can see my                     
friends. 
For the moment, I hope that the crisis will not get worse. 
 
Monday - 04/05/2020 
 
Normally, today we were supposed to come back to school but we are already              
confined. 
During the holidays, I didn’t do anything very particular : I ran every evening 2.5 km, I                 
cooked, I played with my sisters. But the first of May, I celebrated my birthday. 
I’ve spent good holidays but I think they would have been better if we were not                
confined (I was supposed to go to Brittany for a week with my family). 



The president and his minister have said that my class will not come back to school                
before the month of June. I’m angry because, me, I want to go back to school but I                  
think I’ll not return to school before September. 
Tuesday - 05/05/2020 
 
Today it’s Tuesday, I’m working, the weather is more beautiful than during holidays.  
I’m bored. So I played with my little brother at Playmobils and with a ball in the 
garden. 
This week, I have not much work, so I can played more than the others weeks of 
confinement.  
This night we continue watching The Lord of Rings which we started yesterday. 
 
Thursday - 07/05/2020 
 
Today it’s Thursday. 
The weather is sunny and beautiful I’m thinking that this night, when I’ll run, it will be 
fun. 
Today, I have two hours of visioconference, it will be so long. 
After my classes of History and Latin, I’ll finish my diary in Arts. 
This afternoon, the first minister will speak and will present the France’s map with the 
department which are green or red. I hope that the Rhône will be green because I 
won’t continue working at home until the next year.  
 
Monday - 11/05/2020 
 
Today it’s Monday. It rain.  
We’re not confined since today, I am happy. 
The tennis courts will open so we’ll can play tennis and go out normally except for 
the mask. We must wear a mask when we’re outside. 
This week we made a big part of a very complicated puzzle. It was fun. 
All my family except my big brother and me will return to school or to work. We’ll stay 
alone at home. 
When I’ll come back to school, I hope it will be the earlier as possible, the school will 
be empty of his students so it will be very quiet. 
 
Tuesday - 12/05/2020 
 
Today it’s Tuesday.  
Yesterday, the confinement has been stopped, but I think that, if it’s like I saw, we’ll 
confined another time. In fact, the people I’ve seen in the street yesterday and today 
when I went out were kissing and hugging themselves. My point of view is that they 
think that : the confinement is finish, so there isn’t coronavirus.  



Today, I didn’t work so much and I played a little bit more that the others days 
(tomorrow I’ll work so much to do the work which I didn’t do today). 
Since the “back to school”, I have more classes in visioconference than before. It’s 
boring. 
 
Thursday - 14/05/2020 
 
Today it’s raining outside. It rain since three days. The floor is soak. I don’t like that. 
I have the impression that it rain only when we can go out or when it’s OUR holidays 
: the weather was beautiful during all the confinement (included the holidays of Paris 
and Marseille) and when we have been in holidays in Lyon, it began to rain very 
frequently (almost once a day). When our holidays were finished, the weather 
became again beautiful and sunny. Sunday, the day before the end of the 
confinement, the weather was very sunny and Monday, when the confinement 
stopped, it began once again, to rain. 
 
Monday - 18/05/2020 
 
This week end, I saw all my grandparents and my aunt and her girls. I also played 
tennis, it was very fun, I didn’t play since two month. 
Today, all my family excepted my brothers and me, came back to work. 
I’ve got four hours of visioconference today, I’ll bore. 
This evening, I’ll play tennis, the sun is shining. It will be fun. But before, I have got 
much than 3 hours of class. 
 
Tuesday - 02/06/2020 
 
Today it’s Tuesday, the weather is very hot and the sun is shining. 
This weekend, I went to my aunt house and I swam with my cousins and my brothers 
in her pool. Sunday evening, I went to my grandparents house, in Jura. It was the 
birthday of my grandfather, we’ve made a very big puzzle for him (1500 pieces).  
Monday, I played one hour at tennis, my serve as before the confinement came 
back. It was fun. 
 
Monday - 08/06/2020 
 
Today it’s Monday, and the weather is beautiful, there isn’t any cloud. 
I woke up at 8.15 am and I started working. In the evening, like all the evenings, I’ll 
play tennis.  
Friday, I’ll return to the CSI for the first time since three months. I know that it’ll not 
be like before the virus but, I know school, so it will be fun. 
 



Monday 15/06/2020 
 
Today it’s Monday. 
Yesterday evening, Emmanuel Macron speaks to France and said that all the 
students of collège will go back normally to school next monday. 
I’m very funny because I’ll can see all my friends in the same time. 
I think that the virus can not be transmitted by us if we respect the barrier gesture so 
it’s a good thing that we come back to school. 
 
Monday 22/06/2020 
 
Today it’s Monday and it miss only 3 weeks before holidays. 
This year, because the Coronavirus, all the exams were canceled. I am happy 
because there will not be the oral but I am also sad because I was hoping that I’ll 
have a very great grade at the written exams. 
 


